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James is a senior management consultant at Elevate Consulting. As an accomplished project and strategy 
leader, James has over 15 years of managing complex initiatives, leading diverse teams, crafting carefully 
calibrated strategy and achieving the impossible. James is a connector and accomplished analyst, facilitator 
and change manager known by his clients as a collaborator and strategy expert. James has led complex 
projects and initiatives, acted as strategic advisor to C-suite executives and has facilitated the development 
of business cases and strategic plans. James is a strategic project lead who applies engaging project 
methodology to ensure successful outcomes and excellent use of scarce time and other resources. 
 
James’ consulting expertise is centered on strategic and business planning, change management, 
communication and engagement, facilitation, business process evaluation and redesign, risk management, 
developing governance frameworks and complex analysis including financial modeling. James’ primary skills 
and abilities can be summarized as: 

 

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT  

James has provided planning services to academic, health, justice, community programs, public sector and 
other organizations, including several B.C. Government ministries and local governments. He facilitates 
sessions to develop plans that bring diverse stakeholders together to realize a concrete and shared path 
forward. James uses applied strategic planning methodology that is tailored to organizational needs and 
requirements. James has significant experience in developing health, business unit, enterprise, operating 
and digital strategies, plans, and roadmaps. James served as strategic advisor for the development of new 
research enterprises at the University of British Columbia, University of Victoria, health authorities and 
others. James was also a strategic lead on the development of a health data science initiative that engaged 
a key data leaders in B.C., including a provincial health authority. Additional examples of recent work 
include developing strategic plans and roadmaps at the University of British Columbia, including for the 
Faculty of Medicine. James has also worked with small businesses, health and other sector businesses to 
develop business plans and to develop sustainable operating models. 

 

FACILITATION 

James is an accomplished facilitator who has designed numerous conferences, working sessions, and 
executive planning meetings and facilitated these tables expertly. As a seasoned facilitator, a key strength 
that James has is to bring together stakeholders who have divergent and competing interests and 
viewpoints to find common ground and an affiliated sense of purpose. James has facilitated countless 
sessions with top-level leaders, including health authority C suite executives, physicians, health leaders, 
government executives, senior staff and academics. James has proven himself in the tools and techniques 
he uses, which are informed by his extensive experience and extensive education and training in facilitation. 
James has facilitated on diverse topics such as: project planning; employee engagement and team building; 
strategy development; engagement and consultation; critical situation management; and consensus 
building. Recent examples include: designing and facilitating collaborations with the Canadian Space 
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Agency, Provincial Health Services Authority of B.C., the UBC Faculty of Medicine, UBC Health, Centre for 
Excellence in Indigenous Health, Island Health and many other organizations. 

 

PROJECT LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 

James has led or been involved in many strategic, high-level and operational projects with the B.C. 
Government, University of British Columbia, local governments and other organizations including the 
College of Pharmacists of B.C. As an experienced project lead and manager, James brings both a Project 
Management Professional (PMP) designation as well as a Graduate Certificate in Project Management. 
Many of James’ projects have included the development of strategic plans (including UBC’s 2016-2021 
Building the Future), design and implementation of new business units, information technology/systems 
implementation, organizational and operational redesigns, change initiatives and many others. 

 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS 

James brings a strong history of successful stakeholder engagement and communications initiatives. James 
is an experienced communicator who spent time as a communications professional with the B.C. 
Government’s Government Communications and Public Engagement (GCPE) developing complex 
communications strategies, developing a range of communications materials and serving as media contact 
for the Attorney General. James has led significant stakeholder engagement projects, including the 
stakeholder engagement strategy for the implementation of the Independent Investigations Office, B.C.’s 
newest police force and watchdog. James has also led, managed and served as advisor on many other 
stakeholder engagement initiatives that have brought together diverse stakeholders on a range of topics, 
including the creation of the B.C. Cancer Research Institute, a review of governance structure for the UBC 
Faculty of Medicine, the development of other complex and high-level health initiatives, and many others.  

 

ORGANIZATION TRANSFORMATION  

James is an experienced project director and consultant supporting organizations through business redesign 
and transformation processes. James has led large and small organizational transformation processes and 
has managed change initiatives centred on implementation of new and revised organizational and business 
models, new information technology systems, new governance processes and frameworks, new client 
management and intake processes, and new financial management processes and systems. James brings 
very strong stakeholder engagement, communication and change management expertise to every 
transformation, organizational realignment or redesign process he supports. Examples of recent work 
include the executive organizational transformation and design support to the Faculty of Medicine at the 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver NeuroPhysio Services, the Academy of Translational Medicine, to 
name a few. 

 

BUSINESS ANALYSIS 

James is a strong business analyst. James has regularly been brought in to complex situations to prepare 
informed assessments and develop various reports and presentations that outline competitive positions, 
impact assessments and strategic opportunities.  Recent examples include the development of a complex 
report – including significant business model development and financial modeling –  that resulted in a $30M 
investment to support the launch of two new health professional programs at UBC, and the development of 
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a complex implementation strategy for the expansion of the medical training program in the Fraser Health 
region. 

 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY  

- Director, Strategic Initiatives, UBC Faculty of Medicine, 2019-2021 
- Senior Project Manager and Manager, Office of the Dean, UBC Faculty of Medicine, 2015-2018 
- Governance Manager, UBC Faculty of Medicine, 2013-2015 
- Public Affairs Officer, B.C. Ministry of Attorney General 2012-2013 
- Community Engagement Manager, B.C. Independent Investigations Office, 2012 
- Case Manager and Program Manager, B.C. Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General, 2006-

2012 

 

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION  

- Master of Business Administration, RRU 
- Bachelor of Arts, Sociology, UBC 
- Project Management Professional (PMP) 
- Certified Change Practitioner (Prosci) 
- Graduate Certificate in Project Management, RRU 
- Business Analysis Coursework, UBC 

REFERENCES  

Dr. Dermot Kelleher 

Dean, Faculty of Medicine and 

Vice-President Health 

University of British Columbia 

Via meddean.assistant@ubc.ca 

Katie White 

Executive Director 

Communications  

University of British Columbia  

katie.white@ubc.ca 

  

*Additional references available upon request   
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